Instruction Manual for FACT PAC!
Singaporeans have lived in harmony with each other for decades.
Though we may have had some hiccups in the past during the
post-independence racial riots in 1969 and the recent 2013 riot,
we still managed to resolve our conflicts with proper law
enforcements being put in place.
However, in the sea of smiley faces, could there really be
unhappiness amongst races that stems from racial inequality
and discrimination? Could our harmony in Singapore just be
easy harmony?

AIM:
This board game aims to promote #racialequality by having
players to realise that there are still differences in the
experiences that we face as individuals which are largely tied
to one's ethnicity. Racial Privilege should be acknowledged and
tackled in a more effective manner; through empathy, realisation,
sensitivity and mutual understanding. The motive of this game
is not to divide but to provoke conversations that we need to
have to roll out change and work towards racial equality.

FACT PAC! includes:
1x
5x
1x
4x

M

Players may take turns to ask the General Questions. Otherwise,
there may be a designated player tasked to read out the questions
between each round. However, all players are to answer the
questions in every round.

PIT STOPS
The first player to reach each PIT STOP will pick up the PIT
STOP card according to the stated number labelled. Read out the
card for all to hear.
Players should all take time to have a discussion with each
other before coming to a decision at eachPIT STOP. Feel free
to bring up issues that may be sensitive. However, please always
practice respect and tolerance towards one another. Try to
understand the perspectives and experiences of all players.
At the end of the discussion, all players are to take a vote
for their decision, individually. The majority vote will
prevail. Then, follow the steps stated in the PIT STOP Card.
Players need not repeat the PIT STOP if another player reaches
the PIT STOP that have already been completed earlier.

Instruction Manual & Questions
PIT STOP Cards
Board Game
Racial Chips
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

SLIDES & LADDERS

I

O

If a player happens to land at a spot where there are ladders
or slides, you'll have to move up or down respectively.

ENDING

Players are to select racial chips of Malay (M), Indian(I),
Chinese(C) & Others (O) at random. They should be faced down,
with O.U.N logo facing upwards, when chosen.

Finally, the first player to reach the end will assume to
possibly have Racial Privilege. Place the winning chip at the
top right hand corner of the board. This is to serve as a
reference for the debrief.

If you picked a race chip that is not your racial category by
IC, you should answer the questions based on the race chip
you have selected unless stated otherwise. Since your personal
experiences may differ from the race chip you have chosen, you
should draw experiences from your friends of that race or answer
through your general knowledge and through discussions that
will occur during the PIT STOPS.

Please take note that the purpose of this game is not to see
who has racial privilege because the game includes a mix of
luck, personal experiences and general knowledge which differs
from person to person. Rather, the game is to promote an open
discussion for a sensitive topic in Singapore which would otherwise
not be brought up.

